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Today, April 22nd, is earth day, a holiday created in the 1970s to raise awareness of the ways 
that we are imperiling our planet. Earth Day for many of us may summon feelings of 
nebulous appreciation for “the outdoors,” or even a vague guilt, knowing we could be doing 
a much better job of being in proper relationship with our earth. 
 
At my seminary’s worship service this week, we sought to highlight the distance between the 
beauty of creation and the ugliness of the wounds we have given it. To prepare for worship, 
we smoothed thick piles of black dirt across our communion table. As those gathered sang a 
song of praise, we carried in seeds and fruits and gourds and all manner of creeping and 
crawling greens, making our altar into a living garden, bristling with leafy abundance 
alongside the familiar gifts of bread and wine.  
 
Soon, we turned to a time of lament. Haunting prayers of confession were read for the ways 
that we have polluted this world, injured God’s image, and displaced indigenous peoples 
from Palestine to the Pacific. A flurry of activity surrounded the table. The green abundance 
was stripped quickly away, hoarded from sight. Trash was laid on the dirt: shredded papers, 
plastic water bottles, cinderblocks and sections of fraying carpet. Finally, the presider poured 
a cup of red wine into the soil, representing our siblings’ blood crying out from the ground. 
As the crimson fluid splattered the Communion bread, I felt something inside me clench. 
 
We read the same passage from John, about the hired hands who fearfully flee from their 
flocks, abandoning the creatures that have been placed under their care. There seem to be 
some strong parallels to our present circumstances this earth day, the two year anniversary of 
the signing of the Paris Climate Accord. It wouldn’t even be fair to say we stand on the 
precipice of immense environmental destruction. That precipice was like seven precipices 
ago. We are far, far beyond the point of being able to recover the earth that once was.  
 
As weather patterns swirl and as oceans rise, I think of my family’s island home of Hawai’i, 
lands especially vulnerable to the unwanted souvenirs of severe climate change. Through 
centuries of colonial oppression, the Native Hawaiian people have long made clear the 
connection between the struggle for the earth and the struggle for us, its children. To this 
day, every schoolchild in Hawai’i can recite the words King Kamehemeha spoke in 1843, in a 
ceremony marking the right return of the islands following their brief conquest by England: 
“Ua mau ke ea o ka aina, i ka pono.” The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness. 
 
The life of the land is ensured by acting in ways that respect and restore the sovereignty and 
self-determination of indigenous peoples. More broadly, right relationship with the earth is 
contingent upon right relationships with each another. Our wholeness as human beings rests 
upon how we treat the land which feeds us, in which we live and move and have our being. 
 
My family moved to the American continent in 1959. Some of my dad’s first memories are 
slipping on the ice and busting his lip at 53rd and Drexel, and playing in the snow on the 
glittering Midway. But what did my family know of this strange land, and of the people who 
lived here before? How did they understand themselves to be in relationship with their 
neighbors, their ancestors and the earth around them? Did they know the purposes their 



bodies would be serving in a segregated Chicago, as midways, wedged between black life and 
white flight?  
 
Yet in the modern age, it can be very easy to simply hover gently above the soils upon which 
we happen to find ourselves, never learning their stories, their faces, their true names. We 
walk on thick pavement, and it’s easy to forget all that lies underneath – not only concrete 
girders, steel sheets and metal pipes, but the kingdoms of old – the skeletal memories, the 
ghost stories, the many graves. It’s easy to escape notice: Chi-cago, Il-linois. The butchered 
syllables of a butchered people, sitting awkwardly in our mouths without a second thought. 
Even recent history eludes us: when we move to a new neighborhood, it’s easy write out of 
public memory those who used to live here before the rent got too high, before the cupcake 
shops and the microbreweries inaugurated the glittery, carbonated violence of gentrification. 
 
In forgetting each other, we continue to rupture our relationship with the earth. We cannot 
retrieve what has been lost. Those creatures we drove to extinction will remain forever gone. 
That blood is still in the soil. We have dug ourselves into a hole, and we are in the pit… 
 
Even if we go down to the pit, God is already there. And maybe, while we’re down here, we 
can look around and come to terms with some of what we have buried. It is not too late to 
learn the names and stories of the native peoples of this land, to crane our ears towards the 
rich songs and textures of the earth. As the Hawaiian musician Israel Kamakawiwo’ole sings 
in his most prophetic anthem: “Our people are in great, great danger now…Cry for the 
gods, cry for the people. Cry for the land that was taken away. And then yet you’ll find 
Hawai’i.”1 
 
Even in this precarious place, there is tremendous work to be done. There are all manner of 
deep excavations at hand. We have memorials to raise, other memorials to take down, 
people to feed, harvests to grow and water to protect – even new species to discover. In 
plunging our hands into the soil beneath our feet, we don’t only nourish one another and 
heal the land. We also participate in the life and death of Christ our Lord. See, like us, Jesus 
our Good Shepherd also went into the pit. Like a seed, Christ entered the earth. And in that 
fertile soil, he was nourished by wetness, by dampness, by darkness, by blackness. In that 
black earth, Sheol and shadow raised to life what the garish light of day could never repair.2 
 
This earth day, two millennia after Jesus walked among the people of Palestine, know that 
we are still beloved to God and still bound to the earth in this fierce cycle of fluid, 
interdependent life. For better or worse, we are shut in together, all species and all peoples, 
fellow passengers in the wake of past brutality, elemental kin in the cargo hold of this fragile, 
“pale blue dot.”3 
 

“Ua Mau ke Ea o ka ʻĀina i ka Pono.” The life of the land is perpetuated in righteousness. 
Amen. 

                                                      
1 Hawai’i ‘78. 
2 Riffing off Joseph Brodsky’s “darkness restored what light could not repair” and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 
“The Music of the Night” 
3 Carl Sagan. 


